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DBS Genomics is the core DNA Sequencing and Fragment Analysis Facility
located in the Department of Biosciences at Durham University. DBS Genomics 
has provided a commercial service offering DNA Sequencing and Fragment 
Analysis to academic and research institutions worldwide since 1989. With 
thousands of successful projects completed from a wide ranging customer 
base, we have a wealth of experience and have established a solid reputation 
in our field.
Instrumentation
Operating from purpose built laboratories 
DBS Genomics utilises Applied Biosystems 
3730 capillary instrumentation, offering the 
capacity for medium to high throughput 
and ensuring confidence that the best data 
possible will be achieved. We offer traditional 
DNA sequencing as well as DNA fragment 
analysis applications such as microsatellites, 
AFLP, SNP analysis and mutation detection. 

Turnaround and prices
We offer some of the lowest rates in the UK 
with next day turnaround as standard, whilst 
making no compromise on quality.
DNA Sequencing Service

Single reaction                           £6

Discounted prices are available for
bulk orders:

50+ reactions £5 per reaction

100+ reactions £4 per reaction

We are able to run Ready-to-Load Reactions 
from single tubes, full or half 96-well plates:

Single ready-to-load 
reaction

£1

Full 96-well plate of 
ready-to-load reactions

£50 per 
plate

Half 96-well plateof 
ready-to-load reactions

£30 per 
plate

We offer a primer walking service, 
projects are charged per base 
sequenced.

15p per base (30p per base pair)

Fragment Analysis
Fragment Analysis is charged per full or 
half plate, and is inclusive of the cost of 
the size standard supplied by us.

Full 96-well plate £96 per plate

Half 96-well plate £48 per plate

Pre-Paid Customer Accounts
Pre-paid accounts offer the benefit of 
bulk order discounts, without the need 
to prepare and send large batches of 
samples all at once.

50+ reactions £5 per reaction

100+ reactions £4 per reaction

Contact details of Service 
Managers
for DBS Genomics
Vicky Kelly or Gillian Summerill
T: + 44 (0)191 334 1256
E: DNA.sequencer@durham.ac.uk

Further details of DBS Genomics services
are available at:
www.durham.ac.uk/dna.sequencer


